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The god Krishna resolved, so it is said, to make
the great saint visit his shrine. Taking the form of
a Brahman, he met Narayan and pressed him to go
tQ Pandharpur. Narayan refused because Krishna
was honoured there more than Ramachandra, The
Brahman said, 'But Maruti is honoured there more
than either.' Narayan, who was believed to be an
incarnation of Maruti, then decided to go there.
When he reached Pandharpur, the god Maruti
granted him a vision and told him that there was no
difference between Ramachandra and Shri Krishna,
since both were incarnations of Vishnu.
After his wanderings Narayan settled down at
Chaphal in the Satara District. There he built a
temple to Ramachandra and thinking that he had
from birth been destined to the god's service, he
changed his name from Narayan to Ramdas, or the
'slave of Rama'. The fame of the new saint spread
over the Deccan and reached the ears of the great
Shivaji. He was anxious to find a spiritual teacher
in whose company he might turn from battle plans
and statesmanship, to faith and devotion. He con-
sulted the goddess Bhavani, who told the king to
seek out Ramdas. For a long time Shivaji sought
in vain ; for the saint avoided him. At last he
received a letter from Ramdas that pleased him
greatly; but in it the saint expressed himself un-
willing to be a courtier of the great king. The first
verse ran as follows :
*O Meru of Resolution, O Helper of many, of un-
changed resolve, rich and master of your passions! O
Thou who pourest benefits on others, whose qualities are
incomparable; Lord of men, horses and elephants! Lord
-of forts, earth and ocean! Leader and King who art
strong1 always. King triumphant and famous, powerful

